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SATA
Scottish Accessible Transport Alliance
Charity No SC027600

Members' Meeting
Wednesday 13th May 2015 at 14:00 in Serco, Jamiesons Quay, Aberdeen


Present:  Terry Robinson, John Ballantine, Terry Barlow, Arthur Cowie, Douglas Gilroy,  Mike Harrison, Pat McGuigan,  Alan Rees, John McDonald, Patrick Nyamurundira,  Stan Flett, Amanda Burt, Mary Rasmussen, Alan Morrison, June Morrison, Alistair Williamson, Gordon Fergus, Stephen Joyce
 Sally Fraser-Hay, Elaine Campbell, Leah Thom (Interpretors)
 Fiona Anderson, Peter Hutchison from Northlink Ferries

Welcome from Stuart Garrett, MD from Northlink Ferries.
Chairman's welcome

Apologies for absence:

James Linklater, Bill McIntosh, Chris Clarke, Rod Murchison, Liz Rowlett, Jan Goodall, David Hunter, Jim McKay, Alistair Prothero, Jane Horsburgh

3.  Minutes of previous meeting Approved John and Douglas.

4.  Matters Arising

None

5.  SPEAKER

Norman Wood, Training Manager, First Group

The first point they made was that the overall rules and regulations were inposed by UK Bus, and so local influence is limited.  

Training of drivers is paramount and mystery shopping is used to check standards and any driver not meeting the standard is brought back for more training.  There is a local number for people to contact if there are any issues re driver practice or training. 

There have been sessions run that give drivers more direct experience of disability awareness – e.g. drivers going to the Guide Dogs training – and this has proved to be very helpful.  Drivers say that they are frightened of saying the wrong thing and embarrassing someone – but they are encouraged to ask questions if there is something they don’t know.

Drivers are also put in the position of a customer – e.g. helping drivers understand how clearly they need to speak; not to pull away whilst people are still sitting down etc. 

A key performance indicator is safety.  Drivers may sometimes use the excuse of running times etc – but safety is paramount.  Drivers do find it challenging to take account the range of needs that people have.   

Platinum drivers are higher trained drivers selected because of the good quality provided in the past and they are given additional training.  They should be providing the best service. Any complaints should be reported so that the needs can be addressed.  There are different routes in Aberdeen where there is a higher standard of driving.

First Group has a Safe Journey Card – drivers find this useful.  The Aberdeen Thistle Card is also available.  These cards give drivers specific information and guidance for specific passengers.  Cards can be personalised to suit individual passengers.  Preference is down customer choice, but the Thistle Card seems to be the most popular.  

Terry thanked Norman for his presentation and discussion.  

6.  Report on work in progress

The Committee considered some of the current action.  Since our last meeting there have been no major new bits of work. However, we have become involved with some other consultations.

Franchise for Ferries on the West Coast:  there are at least 2 companies bidding for this work (Serco and CALMAC). We have been involved in consultation on this led by Arthur Cowie who is our representative.    SATA has been asked to assist Transport Scotland in agreeing what would be best practice in passenger assistance in the new service and this is about the whole journey and not just about the vessels themselves.  Terry asked members to make any comments to contribute to this consultation.

Ambulances: the ambulance service is considering replacing much of the fleet within the next few years and they are asking for disabled people to be involved in this consultation. Mike attended via another route but can bring this to SATA.  Although this is not public transport, SATA does have a role in this.  However, this also includes patient transport and this is perhaps more relevant to SATA.  

Edinburgh/Glasgow Improvement Programme: this is a project that Terry R attended on behalf of SATA. This was a disappointment for Terry as the journey time was not being cut by as much as anticipated.  There are other works due that will increase the journey time in the short term.  He also mentioned the Queen Street refurbishment and the impact on accessibility as the works are carried out.  

Pat McGuigan had attended another meeting regarding Queen Street and there is going to be massive disruption to the station; but it will close next summer for around 6 weeks.  When done, it will be barely recognisable.  John B is involved through MACS and there will need to be plans to mitigate the disruption caused for passengers. As the design has already been done, there is no opportunity to be involved in design.  The work will be a total rebuilding of the station so that it is totally accessible.  There will also be road closures at various times.  There will be massive disruption when the tunnels are closed.

Abellio: Patrick has remained in post to provide the expertise on accessibility.  The company is keen to promote accessibility and they are planning a stakeholders equality group* that will have some input in planning.  Patrick said that Abellio are committed to changes and part of this is to set up this group.  The work this group will help to do is to look internally at Scotrail – including mystery shopping.  This group will help to improve the relationships with stakeholders and be at arms’ length from Abellio so that they can have the best guidance possible to improve practice.  There is a plan to develop a closer partnership between Scotrail and Network Rail and there is detail still to sort out.  They are not merging but working closure together, including joint decision-making.

*Patrick provided details of the group to be sent with the minutes:

Roles and responsibilities of this group:

	Enhancing the level of engagement with disabled community and customers with reduced mobility 

To be a consultative forum
Undertake research
To champion and steer the organisation’s strategy on all matters relating to disability and inclusion
Commission mystery shopping
Act as critical friend in monitoring performance – facilities and services
Undertake audits to better understand the numbers of disabled people and those with reduced mobility using trains in Scotland and quality of their journey experience
Attend Passenger Assistance Conference ‘Planning for the Future’
Help with decisions on investment for access projects
Help with Rail Awareness Open Days
Representation/membership to be agreed/determined

7.  Other Groups that SATA attends

Cross Party Group:  next meeting is in June (AGM) and Terry B will circulate an agenda once it is available.  There is little confidence that this is useful but we still attend.

Roads for All Forum:  [Mike – I missed this}

Rail Accessibility Forum: Nothing in addition to above

Transport Accessibility Summit in March: 60 disabled people attended with a range of others.  Aim was to focus on the 50 issues that Transport Scotland felt had been raised by disabled people and determine action to be taken. Those attending from SATA felt that opportunities were missed and the focus was lacking. However, Transport Scotland believes that there was quite a lot of progress.  There needs to be an action plan otherwise it will have been a waste of time.  Main issue is to be able to talk to the operators and discuss the problems and who will take action to address these.  They have been given a mandate to change things but we questioned who would take action.  

Peter said however that operators had found it really helpful to meet so many people in one arena where they could hear feedback, but perhaps we were trying to do too much and one improvement would be to have more contact with operators and perhaps this is one of the most useful outcomes.    Issues vary so much across the country. 

Alan had heard suggestions that the Transport Minister was intending to update the national transport strategy and he has made this commitment but there is no timescale for this and we asked if we should we write to him to ask what this is.  However what is important is that there is follow up work going on and we need to keep involved so that we can continue to impress on people how important this is.   Mike is SATA’s representative.

Abellio is on the steering group – and at a recent meeting it was still highlighted that the actions raised must be progressed by each of the different operators – so rail issues have to be progressed by rail operators.  This can be fed back to the wider group. However the mechanism for this is still in discussion.

There was a discussion around the term ‘passenger assist’ as some people don’t like this. However, it was felt that the action was more important than the terminology but it was critical to identify when it doesn’t work and where the barriers are.    Lots of promise and hope but need to monitor progress closely.

8.   Information Exchanges

	One member raised the issue of staff no longer wearing high visibility vests at the barriers if they are passenger assist and this is not helpful for people who are visually impaired. Members present agreed with this.  Patrick is aware of this as they received this feedback very early on.  He has received letters from other organisations also.  He has raised this with Abellio and they will be doing further consultation.   


	One member would like to be able to book the wheelchair space on trains to help with her guide dog as she is not allowed to book this seat when she phones the assist line.  Patrick explained that legislation requires this space to be kept for wheelchair users.  However he agrees he needs to look at other solutions and Patrick will help to find a solution for her if she gets in touch with him.   


	Patrick gave an update from Abellio.  The company are in discussion with the rolling stock companies about the trains.  Refurbishment of the trains coming on to the Highland and Aberdeen lines is planned as well as the Glasgow/Edinburgh lines.  Design needs to meet the standards.  


There is to be a meeting with MACS and there are plans for a disability conference called Planning for the  Future. This is a joint venture and so there are still details to sort out; but there will be communication with SATA so that members know what is planned.  There are a lot of things in the pipeline re policies and open days.  

The summit will be attended by Abellio senior managers so that there is senior buy-in from the start.  Abellio is keen to reduce failures on passenger assist and this includes using technology to the best effect.  The company urges people to participate in the mystery shopping once the stakeholder equality group is set up.  As a result of the summit, they also want SATA to spread the word  about passenger assist on Abellio’s behalf.  

Terry gave the meeting the Passenger Assist number:  0800 912 2901 – passenger assist and also said that it doesn’t have to be an exclusive Scotrail journey to use this service.  Patrick circulated the new policies that Abellio produced and electronic copies are available on the Scotrail website.  

10.  AOCB

	Achievement awards:  Mike asked members to look out for information about nominations and make sure nominations are made.  The AGM is September 16th in Norton Park, and on this day we will also be celebrating our 20 years anniversary and ideas are invited for this also.   Alan mentioned that he was disappointed that in spite of funding to develop the organisation we seem not to have made progress.  We should be asking the Minister for funding and he is on the list to be invited to the AGM.   Alan  urged the Committee to look at this issue of funding to strengthen the organisation.
	John B asked us to welcome June Morrison our independent advisor and he gave her accounts for signing. 


Terry R thanked Serco/Northlink  for hosting us today and providing such good hospitality.  Peter Hutchison spoke about the company and the vessel we were on today.  

Date of next meeting :  September 16th in Edinburgh.
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